Abstract. Solved the problem of high efficient and stable feeding in the structure design of the armature guide ring automatic assembly equipment of the automobile windscreen wiper motor, and the design of feeding mechanism of armature guide ring automatic assembly equipment is designed by using the principle of conflict resolution in TRIZ innovative design theory. By analyzing the relationship between the function design requirements of the feeding mechanism and the 39 engineering parameters in the TRIZ, the contradiction matrix of the feeding mechanism is established, and the principle of the conflict resolution is analyzed and the corresponding principle solutions are found. The design scheme is evaluated according to the traditional design experience. The design scheme of the feeding mechanism of the armature guide ring automatic assembly equipment is determined.
Introduction
Armature guide ring is assembled on the automobile windscreen wiper motor armature shaft for guiding the plastic components, the quality of its assembly directly affect the stability of the rotation of the motor, if the assembly is not in place will make the motor running noise , and reduce the service life. Armature guide ring automatic assembly equipment is automobile windscreen wiper motor automatic production line equipment, its main function is to guide ring pressure load on the motor rotor shaft, the pressure required to complete the height of 84 0.1 0.1 -+ , as shown in fig.1 , so its assembly quality has important influence on the running performance of the motor. In this paper, TRIZ ( Theory of the Solution of Inventive Problems ) [1] innovative design theory is used to design the feeding mechanism of the armature guide ring automatic assembly equipment, and finally to design the stable, accurate and reliable design scheme of the feeding mechanism of the armature guide ring automatic assembly equipment . 
Determination of Innovative Design Scheme for the Feeding Mechanism Technology Analysis of Armature Guide Ring Automatic Assembly
Before the design of the feeding mechanism of the armature guide ring automatic assembly equipment, it is first necessary to judge whether the armature guide ring is suitable for assembly automation. According to the method of automatic assembly process judgment of components introduced [2] , the preliminary judgment is made on the degree of difficulty in the automatic assembly of the armature guide ring. To determine the feasibility of its completion of automated assembly.
The sum of each digital coding of the string material of magnetic guide ring is 8, its difficulty is 1, which is easy to achieve automatic transmission and automated assembly; The sum of each digital coding of the bulk material of non-magnetic guide ring is 10, its difficulty is 2, medium difficulty, that is able to achieve automatic transmission and automated assembly, but need to select the appropriate structure.
Contradiction Analysis
Armature guide ring automatic assembly equipment is automobile windscreen wiper motor automatic production line equipment with a complete set, mainly to complete the automatic assembly of the magnetic guide ring and non-magnetic guide ring( fig.2 ). When the armature guide ring automatic assembly equipment feeding, it is need to sort materials for magnetic guide ring or non-magnetic guide ring, and then transported to the designated location where materials will be taken to be installed, waiting for the robot to complete the task of automatic assembly. In the process of preliminary design of the feeding mechanism, the following design problems are obtained:
(1)How to solve the sorting of materials about the armature guide ring string material and bulk material in two different forms.
(2)How to solve the influence of magnetism on the dispensing effect of magnetic guide ring during conveying.
For the above problems are the following contradictions analysis [3, 4] : In the problem (1), due to the different product requirements, the material of armature guide ring is divided into two forms, one is string material of magnetic, and the other is bulk material of non-magnetic, different product models match the corresponding guide ring. How to realize the two types of materials all can be applied to the armature guide ring automatic assembly equipment, and to ensure the structure is simple and the equipment running stability, and at the same time to meet the requirements of rapid change. The parameters that need to be improved are the adaptability of the device, and the parameters that cause the deterioration are the structural complexity of the device. At the same time, when the adaptability of the equipment increases, its manufacturability will also deteriorate and the production cost will increase, resulting in the formation of two pairs of technical contradictions. The improved parameters: adaptability (35), the deteriorated parameters: complexity of the device (36); the improved parameters: adaptability (35), the deteriorated parameters: manufacturability (32).
In the problem (2), the magnetic properties of the magnetic guided ring are the necessary properties for the wiper motor to be matched, but during the feeding process of the automatic assembly machine, the magnetic properties leads to the interaction between the guide rings. During the feeding and transporting process, there are stuck the material, adhesion and offset and other issues, affecting the feeding quality. Therefore, the magnetic properties of the guide ring as a magnetic field force constitutes a physical contradiction.
Solving Existing Problem Based on the Principle of Contradiction Solution The Principle of Contradiction Solution
For the technical conflict identified in problem (1), check the conflict matrix table (see Table 1 ) and get the recommended inventive principle solutions (15,29,37,28) and (1,13,31) at the intersection. Table 1 . TRIZ Conflict Matrix Summary Table. According to the TRIZ theory to solve the 40 invention principle of the conflict, get the corresponding number of invention principle name:
1.Segmentation; 13. Reverse; 15. Dynamic; 28. Replacement of mechanical systems; 29. Pneumatic or hydraulic mechanisms; 31. Porous material; 37. Thermal expansion.
Comprehensive analysis of the above principle solutions, It is found that the principle of segmentation (1), dynamic (15) and Replacement of mechanical systems (28) are helpful to the design, so the above three principles are used to design the scheme.
Innovative Design
After obtaining the design principle solutions by the TRIZ contradiction matrix, to design innovative solutions [5, 6, 7] : Solution 1: For the technical conflicts caused by the adaptability or versatility and manufacturability of the feeding mechanism, using the principle of segmentation, the feeding mechanism will be broken down into two separate parts to design. For the technical conflict caused by the adaptability and versatility and the complexity of the device, using the principle of dynamic, the electromagnetic vibration disk will be used to change the scattered state of the bulk material of non-magnetic guide ring, so that it is in the best operating condition; And the magnetic string material is separated into components which can move relative to each other by using the cylinder pushing structure. In the reclaiming place during assembly, using the replace principle of mechanical systems, the intermittent segmentation be used to design rotary separator mechanism, so the materials transported by the two separate feeding agencies will be integrated into the same location.
Solution 2: Using the principle of reverse, the magnetic string material will be broken up by artificial way, so that the two kinds of guide rings are in a scattered state, and then using the principle of dynamic, the state of the guide ring will be changed to the best operating state by the electromagnetic vibration plate, then finally complete the feeding. Solution 3: using the principle of reverse to increase a institution of string material to change the scattered state of the bulk material of non-magnetic guide ring, so as to make it in the same state with the string material of magnetic guide ring, and then using the principle of dynamic, the guide ring is separated into components which can move relative to each other by using the cylinder pushing structure, then finally complete feeding.
Program Evaluation
Solution 1 uses the principle of segmentation and the principle of dynamic to divide the magnetic string material and the non-magnetic bulk material into two independent parts, which can make the single feeding structure simple and the manufacturability good, and can improve the equipment stability, at the same time the feeding divided into two parts, so it can be according to the guide ring that needed by product model to select the appropriate feeding mechanism action to complete the loading, do not need to recycle the guide ring that the last batch unused. However, the two-part independent design increases the overall size of the equipment as well as the production cost.
Solution 2 and Solution 3 adopt the principle of reverse and the principle of dynamic to break up the string material or to process the bulk material into the string material, so that the feeding can be completed by one mechanism, thus saving the space size. However, it increase the production processes, and each time to exchange the type of guide ring, it need to recover the materials that former batch unused, and there may be incomplete recycling lead to production accidents. In addition, the Solution 3 need to add a institution of string materials, increasing the complexity of the system. In summary, choose the Solution 1 to carry on the design.
Structural Design of Feeding Mechanism
After using the conflict resolution method of the TRIZ theory to carry on the analysis and solution [8] , the design scheme of the feeding mechanism of the armature guide ring automatic assembly equipment has been determined, and the following specific design is carried out:
First, determine the structure layout. According to the above solution, to determine the magnetic guide ring and the feeding parts of non-magnetic guide ring is divided into two separate parts to carry on the design, and then through the rotating disk to integrate them, as shown in Fig. 3 . 
The Design for the Feeding Parts of Magnetic Guiding Ring
By analyzing the properties of the magnetic guide ring and the overall function requirement of the automatic assembly equipment, it is determined that the disc feeding structure is adopted, and using the dividing interval intermittent divider and the stepping motor for the rotary feeding. With a single acting cylinder on the guide ring to apply pre-pressure, to ensure that the guide ring every time dividing materials is accurate, as shown in fig. 4 . 
The Design for the Feeding Parts of Non-magnetic Guiding Ring
For the feeding process of the bulk material of non-magnetic guide ring, first need to do is arranging the scattered guide ring , and then carry on feeding. Choose the electromagnetic vibration plate to sort the bulk material, and then use the linear vibration groove and cylinder push mechanism to push it to the position to be assembled (Fig. 5) . 
The Overall Design of the Feeding Mechanism
After the feeding mechanism of the guide ring with magnetic and the guide ring without magnetic completing dividing material, it needs to be transferred to the designated position where materials will be taken to be installed, taking into account the space size of the equipment and functional requirements, the guide rings from the two separate feeding structures are integrated and transferred to the same position, simplifying the assembly mechanism. Using the dividing interval intermittent divider and the turntable structure of stepping motor, the guide rings from the two separate feeding structure are transferred to the same position where materials will be taken to be installed. At the same time, add a position for magnetic detection, when the guide rings for feeding and the product model for assembly does not match, the guide rings of failure for recycling. The structure is shown in Figure 6 . 
Conclusion
In the design of the feeding mechanism of the armature guide ring automatic assembly equipment, by using the theory of conflict resolution of the TRIZ innovation theory, an innovative scheme of the feeding mechanism of the armature guide ring automatic assembly equipment is put forward. In meeting the beats of the armature guide ring assembly at the same time, also have a very good post-maintenance performance and good equipment economy. At present, the innovation program has been successfully applied in the actual production, and achieved good results.
